Taking Leamington through
the Falkirk Wheel
A canal boat trip through the Falkirk Wheel is one of the most spectacular experiences of the UK canal
system and with Linlithgow being 12 miles from the wheel it is possible to do a day return trip though the
wheel. This guide provides the information needed for this trip and covers timing, skipper's guidance and
items of interest on the route.
It complements the guidance given by the LUCS dispatcher before the start of your trip and includes relevant
extracts from the Scottish Canal’s Skippers guide to the Forth & Clyde and Union Canals which is available
from https://www.scottishcanals.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Scottish-Canals-Lowlands-SkippersGuide-WEB-May-16.pdf
Please note you must contact the Falkirk Wheel on 01324 676912 to book your trip 24 hours
beforehand.
Also, please note that for operational reasons it might not be possible to do through the wheel. Although this
is highly unlikely, for this reason LUCS cannot guarantee a passage through the wheel.

1. Timing
A return trip to the wheel is a long day and, if you are unlucky with boat traffic it might take even longer. You
should take the following into account when planning your trip:Time for trip

Allow at least 10 hours

Linlithgow to Falkirk Wheel locks - 3 hours
Through locks and wheel – 1 hour
Time at the wheel – 1 hour or more if required
Contingency – 1 hour

Latest departure
time – see note.

Latest return from
wheel

Not after 10 hours
before sunset

Earlier if more than an hour is required at the wheel

Saturdays

Not later than 09:30 to allow for Saturday afternoon
hire boat traffic.

Saturdays

Not later than 2:30 pm after this a lot of hire boats go
through the wheel

Other days

Not later than 4:30 pm as wheel & locks stop
operating at 5:30 pm

Note: This is actual departure time. Your party should be ready to leave 30 mins before departure to allow for
the dispatcher’s briefing

2. Skipper's guidance
2.1 Crew
•
•

Skipper - One of your party must be nominated as skipper. The skipper must ensure this guidance is
followed as well as that given by the dispatcher.
Other drivers – As this is a long trip, it is advisable to nominate other drivers who can assist the
skipper. Let the dispatcher know who these drivers are.
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•

Lock rope handler - someone at the front of the boat will need assist with ropes in the Falkirk Wheel
locks. This person should be selected before departure. Also the front rope needs to be in the
correct position before departure (see section on locks). The skipper must ensure the rope handler
reads this guide to understand what needs to be done in the locks.

2.2 Weather
The boat Driver is fully exposed to the weather and so the Skipper and Drivers should have waterproof
clothing and footwear. Check the weather forecast before departure. If it looks particularly bad there is no
problem postponing your trip to another date. However please give 24 hours notice to enable LUCS to
contact the Dispatcher.

2.3 Bridges with restricted visibility
Bridges 45 and 52A which are respectively 0.5 and 4.2 miles from Linlithgow have restricted visibility and as
a result it is not possible to see oncoming boats until you are almost under the bridge. This is because the
roads over these bridges are on a slope. When the canal was re-opened this required a dog leg in the canal
to provide bridges with sufficient height.
Slow down when approaching these bridges, sound the horn and be prepared for another boat coming
towards you.

2.4 Avon aqueduct
The Avon aqueduct is 2.6 miles from Linlithgow and is 250 metre long. On the aqueduct the canal narrows
with room for one way traffic only. As you approach the aqueduct lookout for other boats and be prepared to
wait for them to pass. If you wish to stop on the aqueduct to admire the view, maintain a watch for other
boats and be prepared to move off the aqueduct immediately.

2.5 Falkirk Canal Tunnel
Like the aqueduct, the 633 metre long Falkirk Tunnel has room for one way traffic only.
Before entering the tunnel switch on headlights and navigation lights. Also switch on interior lights as
necessary. It is wet in the tunnel so the driver should have waterproof clothing.
The tunnel has a Red and Green traffic light system but often displays Red and Green lights flashing which
means proceed with caution.
Look carefully for any boats approaching and only enter the tunnel if it is clear, sounding the horn as you do
so. If there is another boat coming moor up clear of the entrance.
When going through the tunnel steer by focusing on the towpath handrail and keep to a moderate speed.
Move the tiller as little as possible. It is a common illusion to feel that the boat is being pulled to one side.

2.6 Contacting the Falkirk Wheel
When leaving Falkirk Tunnel you are 1.5 miles, or about 30 minutes from the Falkirk Wheel’s top locks. At
this point you must phone the Falkirk Wheel Basin Controller on 01324 676912 to advise them that you are
approaching the locks. Also let the Controller know that you wish to moor in the wheel basin and how long
you wish to stay there. You will also be asked how many people are on board.
On arrival at the wheel basin phone the Basin Controller again with your requested departure time to
establish when you will be able to return through the wheel.
Note your transit through the Falkirk Wheel also needs to be booked 24 hours in advance.
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2.7 Falkirk Wheel Locks
The double locks are operated by Scottish Canal’s lock keepers whose directions must be followed.
Before going into the locks
• The Skipper must wear a lifejacket when taking Leamington through the locks and from the locks
to the wheel basin.
• The forward rope must be positioned so that the Lock Rope Handler can reach it from within the boat
on the right hand side
• Appoint someone to pass messages between the Skipper and the Lock Rope Handler.
If the lock gates are open go straight into the locks, otherwise moor at the pontoons just before the locks.
Before the locks can be operated Leamington has to be secured with ropes looped around vertical poles as
shown in the photographs. These poles keep the boat in position as the water level changes. As the locks
are operated there is a significant flow of water. To hold the boat against this the ropes need to be fairly tight
but not so tight as to impede the movement of the boat as it rises and falls within the lock.
The poles that Leamington should be secured to are shown in the sketch below i.e. in both locks use the
poles on the Falkirk Wheel end locks on the north side. This keeps the boat well away from the lock cill.

Going down the locks - pass the ropes round these poles by:• Manoeuvring the boat so that the rope handler at the bow can reach the right hand front pole
• The rope handler then passes a rope around the front pole but leaves the rope loose and plays it out if
required as the Skipper manoeuvres to secure the stern.
• The Skipper manoeuvres the stern against the middle pole then passes the rope around it and holds it.
If necessary use the boat hook to pull the boat to the pole. Do not reach out to grab the pole.
• Once the stern is secured the Skipper instructs the Lock Rope Handler to bring in the rope to hold the
boat in position but loose enough to slide down the pole as the locks are drained. Secure the rope by
wrapping it once around the upright and holding onto the end. .
• The Skipper then advises the lock keeper that the boat is secure

Going up the locks – the procedure is similar except that:
• The front rope should be on the left hand side of the boat. This
should be done before leaving the wheel basin
• The bow is at the middle pole, the stern at the rear pole
• The locks will be empty when you go into them so the lock
keepers cannot help you to pass the ropes
• As the locks fill there will be boat movement (usually forward).
The skipper should compensate for this with the engine
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2.8 From the locks to the Falkirk Wheel basin
The lock keeper will let you know when to proceed to the wheel. You may be asked to moor below
the locks and follow another boat to the wheel.
On leaving the locks you proceed through the 150 metre long Roughcastle tunnel, over the Falkirk
Wheel Aqueduct and into the Gondola.
Instruction for Roughcastle tunnel are as for the Falkirk Tunnel (except that it is not so wet!). If you
are following another boat do not enter the tunnel until the other boat has left the tunnel. The
Falkirk Wheel’s trip boats travel through the tunnel very slowly, it is best not to follow too close
behind.
Scottish Canal’s operators will then guide you into the Falkirk Wheel’s Gondola and instruct you
how to secure Leamington’s stern and bow ropes.
During the rotation of the wheel no-one must leave the boat and, unlike the locks, the boat’s engine
must be switched off
The operator will instruct you where to berth Leamington after leaving the Gondola
An extract about the Falkirk Wheel from Scottish Canal’s Skipper’s Guide is attached to this
guidance,

3. What to see
Consult the separate guide “By canal betwixt Linlithgow and the Falkirk Wheel” for a detailed guide to the
route for which key features are shown below.

Avon Aqueduct from above and below
Old railways at Causewayend basin

Glum side
of the
Laughin /
Greetin
Bridge

Falkirk
Tunnel

Falkirk Tunnel
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The Falkirk Wheel – Extract from Scottish Canal’s Skipper’s Guide
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The Union Canal – Linlithgow to Falkirk Wheel
– Extract from Scottish Canal’s Skipper’s Guide
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